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Introduction

The Annual Report for 2018 is provided to the community of Nulkaba as an account of the school's operations and
achievements throughout the year.

It provides a detailed account of the progress the school has made to provide high quality educational opportunities for
all students, as set out in the school plan. It outlines the findings from self–assessment that reflect the impact of key
school strategies for improved learning and the benefit to all students from the expenditure of resources, including equity
funding.

Narelle Hunt

Principal

School contact details

Nulkaba Public School
5 O'Connors Road
NULKABA, 2325
www.nulkaba-p.schools.nsw.edu.au
nulkaba-p.school@det.nsw.edu.au
4990 1805

Message from the Principal

Our school motto, 'Play the Game', is evident in all we do in the classroom, on sporting fields and in our cultural pursuits.
Nulkaba students represent their school with pride, as they play the game in their pursuit of excellence.

The support of the community for our school has been a key factor in our successful year. A rewarding aspect of school
life in 2018 has been the continuation of partnerships in the community.

The following highlights this:

* Our school was represented at meetings with the Cessnock Environment Group and the local AECG

.* Our Kindergarten orientation program continues to grow and evolve making sure that the transition to Nulkaba Public
School is smooth and it ensures that students and families feel welcome and supported.

* Our students participate in local events such as the ANZAC Parade and involve the local community in our own events
such as our NAIDOC Day celebration and Grandparents' Day.

In 2018 our school began it's massive school upgrade consisting of 14 new purpose built classrooms complete with
maker spaces and tiered learning environments. There will also be a new Administration section and a brand new toilet
block. An official opening will be held in Education Week 2019 once all the demountables have been removed from the
site.

Thanks must also go to the entire school staff on their professionalism, care and persistence. I feel blessed and proud to
be the Principal of such a wonderful school.

Message from the students

At the end of 2017 I was very nervous, excited but most of all honoured when my name was read out to be your school
captain for 2018. I have enjoyed every moment and have gained so much from this experience over the past 12 months.
I want to thank everyone who voted for me, it has been an honour and it's definitely been the highlight of my primary
school years.

2018 was such a memorable one where us leaders were lucky enough to represent the school at the Anzac ceremony,
attend the leader's breakfast, run our weekly assembly's without too many mistakes!! And a highlight was our leader's
camp where we had so much fun with Mrs Petrysen. I think us leaders make a pretty good team.
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Nulkaba School offers so many different opportunities for the students to be involved in each year. I have been so lucky
to represent our school in the sporting field at zone, regional, state and national level in various sports including,
athletics, swimming, cross country, netball, aerobics, basketball, soccer and touch football. I was also a part of our
school debating team and represented Nulkaba in public speaking. A highlight was also being involved in two school
productions which were so much fun.

I encourage you all to believe in yourself and have a go and try to be involved in as much as you can. And remember
size doesn't matter!!!

Easter hat parades, book week, talent shows, ping pong competitions, gala days, discos, pizza days, school camps and
party days are all what I'm going to miss.

We are lucky enough to have so many amazing teachers here at Nulkaba who encourage us to try our best, always work
hard and believe in ourselves. These teachers have brought out the best in me over the past 7 years and the memories
and friendships I have made will stay with me forever.

Finally, Nulkaba you are an awesome school. I am glad I have been a part of it. I will always remember these past 7
years.

Tahni Beckett

School Captain 2018
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School background

School vision statement

Exceptional Education Everywhere for Everyone!

School context

Nulkaba Public School has a current enrolment of 400 students (295 families), comprising of 17 classes. Boys make up
50.5%  of the student population in comparison to girls 49.5%.  8% of the student population is Aboriginal. The school is
located in the village of Nulkaba on the outskirts of Cessnock. Nulkaba Public School is an active and proud member of
the Cessnock Community of Great Public Schools, delivering excellence in student education and innovation in our
teaching and learning practices, implementing programs such as the Kindergarten speech screening and STEM
combined Staff Development Day initiatives. The CCGPS consists of a total of 15 local public schools within Cessnock
and the surrounding area, all striving collectively to provide the best possible educational opportunities for our students,
teachers and community members alike.

At Nulkaba Public School we aim to develop Future Focussed learners academically, culturally and socially by providing
quality initiatives in Literacy, Numeracy and Technology and Wellbeing. Nulkaba has a very strong relationship with its
community, reflected in an extraordinary support of all school events by parents and friends.

Our school vision of 'Exceptional Education Everywhere for Everyone' aligns with our school values of Respect,
Responsibility and Excellence build active and creative future citizens.

In 2018 the school has undergone a massive upgrade of facilities. This includes a new administration office, a new toilet
block and 14 new classrooms.  In preparation for this 6 demountables were relocated  and one new demountable was
brought onto the school site. This is hugely exciting program for our school as the rooms have been architecturally and
educationally designed to enhance the learning of our students. Two classrooms and the new toilet block will open in
January 2019 with the other facilities to be ready for Second Semester.

Student performance data indicates the need to focus on growth from Years 3 to 5 in both numeracy and reading. It also
shows a need to focus on increasing the number of students in the top two bands for numeracy.

Self-assessment and school achievement

Self-assessment using the School Excellence Framework

This section of the Annual Report outlines the findings from self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework,
school achievements and the next steps to be pursued.

This year, our school undertook self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework. The framework supports
public schools throughout NSW in the pursuit of excellence by providing a clear description of high quality practice
across the three domains of Learning, Teaching and Leading.

The results of this process indicated that in the School Excellence Framework domain of Learning we have an overall
SEF rating of Sustaining and Growing. In 2018 we were lucky enough to engage an Instructional leader part time. This
has enabled us to introduce PLAN 2 and also we had the opportunity to participate in the Building Numeracy Learning
Program which has provided wonderful professional development for all staff. While we are still in Sustaining and
Growing staff indicated within many of the elements that there were areas where we were Excelling.

The results of this process indicated that in the School Excellence Framework domain of Teaching we have an overall
SEF rating of Sustaining and Growing. Both PLAN 2 and NAPLAN data is analysed and discussed with all staff and
whole school directions are planned, strategies to improve outcomes are discussed and recommendations are made and
then implemented. Stage leaders work closely with their stage to support their staff in making sure effective quality
teaching is evident in all classrooms. Class observations are regularly completed and all staff discuss their Performance
and Development Plan with their supervisor, thus ensuring relevant support and professional learning is occurring. In the
area of Effective Classroom Practice staff reported that we were well on the way to achieving Excelling. In the area of
Data Skills and Use we have moved from Delivering to Sustaining and Growing

The results of this process indicated that in the School Excellence Framework domain of Leading we have an overall
SEF rating of Sustaining and Growing. This is a great result as last year we were Delivering. All staff are actively involved
in the school planning process and in the monitoring and adjusting of the School Plan and our milestones. Nulkaba has a
strong executive team who work together to ensure Nulkaba is a safe, happy and exciting place to attend.
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They support all staff to ensure quality educational, social, emotional and physical programs are offered and delivered.
Executive staff have some knowledge of strategic financial planning, however this will continue to be built with monthly
training sessions by the Principal during Executive meetings.

Our self–assessment process will assist the school to refine our school plan, leading to further improvements in the
delivery of education to our students.

For more information about the School Excellence Framework:

https://education.nsw.gov.au/teaching–and–learning/school–excellence–and–accountability/sef–evidence–guide
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Strategic Direction 1

Learning for All, Success for all.

Purpose

To provide stimulating and enriching educational experiences to cater to the diverse learning needs of staff and students
to develop necessary skills for life–long learning.

Overall summary of progress

There were improved outcomes shown for all the students involved in our extra interventions support model this year.
The designating of no RFF in the morning session and making sure extra support was provided across the grades
worked well. The Kindergarten Model will be adopted across the whole school in 2019 so the intervention/ RFF teacher
will be an integral part of stage teams. Our EAfS person 1 day per week was a wonderful addition to the executive team
and the school. Having her other role as one of the LAST teachers has also been a great addition to our school.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

Increase by 20% the number of
students demonstrating expected
growth in literacy and numeracy
(NAPLAN)

Intervention Support
Teachers were employed to
work across all stages in
the morning sessions.

$35000

The Kindergarten model where one person was
employed to do both RFF and Intervention thus
being an integral part of ES1 was extremely
successful. This has produced great growth in
those students.  Model to be extended in 2019.

At least 85% of students
demonstrating expected growth
per semester across the DoE
literacy and numeracy
progressions relevant to
expected time frames.

Intervention Support
Teachers and LaST working
to support students who are
not meeting the expected
growth.

$60000

As a result of analysing our PLAN 2 data and noting
punctuation and grammar was a need SDD was
used to allow staff to share resources that they had
accumulated and were successfully using. Meetings
were held to look at where to next for BNL and also
what support and in which direction we were going
to go in regards to our Literacy focus . Decided to
keep on with Punctuation and Grammar and how it
fitted into our writing. Also using the Quality text
model from AL as a continued focus.

Program supervision and
classroom observation ensure
and increase in teacher capacity
to create and deliver engaging
Teaching and Learning programs
and activities.

Assistant Principals are off
Class one day per week to
support classroom
observations.

$80000 (QTSS allocation
plus equity funds)

Two half day planning days
per Project allocated to
each stage to ensure quality
programs are delivered.

$6000

The use of the funds for releasing our AP's has
worked very well and staff are feeling supported.
Project Based Learning has show a marked
increase in the students' engagement in their
learning.

Increase number of Aboriginal
and Non–Aboriginal students in
top two bands to be equivalent to
or above state average.

Our numbers in the top two
bands for our aboriginal
students has not increased
this year having some extra
focus.

$10000 for support teacher

Progress in some areas particularly in engagement
have not transferred to NAPLAN results but as our
numbers of students are quite small it is not reliable
information.
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Next Steps

In 2019 we will employ a teacher one day per week from our Aboriginal funds to work with targeted students especially in
the area of Writing and Public Speaking. Intervention support teachers will be placed in a stage and work as the RFF
teacher and the integration support teacher. No RFF will be allocated in the morning session to maximise teaching staff
supporting learning. We will continue to use the PLAN 2 data to inform our teaching and to provide both support and
extension work for our students.
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Strategic Direction 2

Happy Hearts and Happy Minds

Purpose

To enhance and support staff and student social and emotional well being promoting powerful respectful relationships.

Overall summary of progress

We began this year with a decision to re–evaluate all the programs currently being used across the school in regards to
Wellbeing as we felt that maybe there were too many and they were not meeting the need. Nulkaba Nuggets were
introduced so that teachers could reward those positive interactions. Rewards Days were introduced for the end of each
term for all those children who had not been to planning room more than once that term or had not been suspended.
Social Groups expanded to K–2.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

Peer and supervisor classroom
observations indicate an
increase of 10% of the incidents
of pro–social behaviours in the
classroom and playground.

QTSS funds used to
support AP of class to
observe students.

All classrooms using a positive reward system for
incidental opportunities to enhance whole school
based rewards systems. This showed that students
were more engaged in their learning which has led
to more cooperative play.

Teachers observe an increased
impact of school values program
in all settings.

Materials to make Class
and School Rules for both
playground and classroom
and display boards for the
behaviours.

$2000

The implementation of a whole school rules
program which is explicitly taught on the first day of
Term 1 along with the core behaviors necessary to
become successful learners has led to a greater
understanding of expectations and therefore less
issues have occurred.

An increased incidents of
respectful interactions between
all stake holders – leading to
purposeful and effective
relationships.

Using a common language across the school has
increased the understandings of the students as to
what is expected.

Peer and supervisor classroom
observations indicate an
improved level of resilience in
students in the classroom and
playground.

Seasons for Growth
introduced.

Youth Express to work with
our Aboriginal Boys

$4000

While no formal measurements have been used to
assess this – the number of trivial matters in the
playground have decreased.

Next Steps

Our review of our Wellbeing programs showed that most staff were using a mixture of the professional learning aspects
they had been exposed to over the last few years. We will continue to work through this over the next twelve months.
What's the Buzz – Stage 3 social program and Happy Being me – a Stage 3 self esteem program seemed to be very
successful with those students who were targeted to be a part of it. Seasons of Growth was also very successful and will
be expanded in 2019. Rewards days were a major success and will continue in 2019.
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Strategic Direction 3

Strong Connections for All

Purpose

Create and promote strong whole school community connections to enhance purposeful, effective relationships that are
inclusive of all.

Overall summary of progress

This year we introduced early reports which specifically focus on Literacy and Numeracy outcomes and Project Based
Learning. This was followed by a new 3 way conference for the students and parents. Pre the new reports we had
meetings to discuss this concept with parents as well as briefing them on the 3 way conference format. These were well
attended sessions and a format was chosen and some modifications made to the format for the conferences. See Saw
was introduced across the school as a way of communicating with parents. It is used for another way of informing
parents, sending reminders and showcasing successes and experiences. This has been very well received.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

An increased level of
collaboration across the school
and wider community as
measured by parent attendance
and involvement in a range of
school information and evaluation
activities.

Our surveys re information required are sent home
as homework with the students. This has ensured a
much larger number of parents participating and so
we receive better quality information

An improved impact with school
communication strategies.

We are confident that parents can now access
information through a large number of channels,
Newsletter, Facebook, emails and Seesaw plus
written notes sent home.

Next Steps

We will continue with SeeSaw next year. We began a Seesaw page at orientation for our new students for the following
year. This was hugely successful and will be offered again in 2020. We will look to phase out Facebook as we move into
the SENTRAL app which will support news updates and ultimately pay for excursions etc. This will enhance our means
of communication. As 2019 is our second year of Project Based learning we will survey staff, students and parents to
ascertain the opinions on this way of learning.
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Key Initiatives Resources (annual) Impact achieved this year

Aboriginal background loading $25850 spent on our
Aboriginal programs and
initiatives

All PLP's are completed and supported. They
are discussed again during interviews mid
Term 2.

Mgoals continued to be  trialled across the
Aboriginal Committee members class groups.

Sista Speak successfully completed along
with a wonderful NAIDOC Day Celebration.

Youth Express boys mentor program
successfully implemented

Aboriginal Reading resources purchased

Teacher employed to support Aboriginal
students

Staff were trained in Connecting to Country

SDD held off site in a significant Aboriginal
Site.

Low level adjustment for disability $60000 used to provide
SLSO support to targeted
students.

SLSO's have been employed to support
identified students. They have supported
them in class, within the playground,
individually, small groups and in social
groups. Quick Smart, Mini–Lit and Multi–Lit
programs are used to support students.

Our Social groups program has been a
wonderful success in building self esteem and
in reducing unacceptable behaviours. We
have expanded the groups to K–2

Quality Teaching, Successful
Students (QTSS)

0.713 teacher allocation Our .713 allocation for QTSS is used to
release the Assistant Principals from class
one day per week. This is supplemented from
the extra teaching allocation. This allows each
AP to spend time in classrooms and to
provide individual support time with each of
their stage team. This enables each teacher's
Professional Development Plan to be a
successful working document.

Socio–economic background $120,000 expended to
support our
low–socio–economic
students reach their full
potential.

Money was used to expand our Social
Groups program to support our low
socio–economic students in developing skills
in resilience. This has proved very successful.
Mathematics resources were purchased to
make sure all classes had enough hands on
resources to support learning. Money was
also used to make sure all students could
participate in extra–curricular pursuits in sport
and art an extra staff member was employed
to provide targeted intervention support.
Teachers were released to plan their projects.
Money was also used to enable staff to
participate in meetings with the LaST and
Instructional Leader to fully support the
students in their class and to support the
professional learning of all teachers.

Support for beginning teachers $20000 spent in release
time for teachers and

Support for beginning teachers give the
teachers extra time to prepare and become
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Support for beginning teachers mentors as well as
professional learning
related to Professional
Development Plan goals.

familiar with teaching and working in the
Nulkaba Community. Being able to allocate
time for each teacher with their mentor has
proved very successful especially for
programming and reporting

School Technology Plan Laptop program $20000
collected in rent

The laptop program continued in 2018. More
students in Stages 2 and 3 now have fulltime
access to a laptop. Monitor use of the laptops
and their effectiveness and decide on where
to next.

EAfS self–funded Use of equity funds to place
our LaST on Higher Duties
as an AP to full fill her role
as an IL.. This was funded
out of  our teacher
allocation as an AP had
one day per week off site.

Casual costs for training
$5000

This was a wonderful initiative as the quality
Professional Learning that was received has
supported all staff and all students. We were
also able to participate in BNL to support
numeracy development.
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Student information

Student enrolment profile

Enrolments

Students 2015 2016 2017 2018

Boys 214 203 205 193

Girls 203 215 204 189

Our student population has fluctuated over the last two
years. Our 4th AP position is under review

Student attendance profile

School

Year 2015 2016 2017 2018

K 92.9 94.1 94.1 94.1

1 92.8 92.7 94.2 92.7

2 92.4 93.8 93.6 93.6

3 92 92.1 93.3 92.6

4 92.9 93.9 93.2 92.9

5 93.6 93.2 91.3 91.8

6 95 94.3 92.7 90.7

All Years 93 93.4 93.2 92.7

State DoE

Year 2015 2016 2017 2018

K 94.4 94.4 94.4 93.8

1 93.8 93.9 93.8 93.4

2 94 94.1 94 93.5

3 94.1 94.2 94.1 93.6

4 94 93.9 93.9 93.4

5 94 93.9 93.8 93.2

6 93.5 93.4 93.3 92.5

All Years 94 94 93.9 93.4

Management of non-attendance

Our attendance rates are just below State averages
and we work with our Home School Liaison Officer to
support families in making sure their children attend
school every day. Attendance is carefully monitored
through SENTRAL and letters are sent home regularly
if absences are unexplained.

Structure of classes

This year, while we still operate across Stages we have
managed to keep all bar one class as a straight Year
class.  We have 16 classes, 3 ES1, 4 Stage 1, 54
Stage 2 and 5 Stage 3.

Workforce information

Workforce composition

Position FTE*

Principal(s) 1

Assistant Principal(s) 4

Classroom Teacher(s) 14.09

Teacher of Reading Recovery 0.53

Learning and Support Teacher(s) 1.3

Teacher Librarian 0.8

School Administration and Support
Staff

3.02

*Full Time Equivalent

Nulkaba has three teachers who identify as Aboriginal

Teacher qualifications

All teaching staff meet the professional requirements
for teaching in NSW public schools. 

Teacher qualifications

Qualifications % of staff

Undergraduate degree or diploma 100

Postgraduate degree 50

Professional learning and teacher accreditation

In 2018 two of our teachers achieved their proficient
level accreditation. Four staff completed their
Maintenance Level. Two staff completed the
LeadershipDevelopment Initiative – Highly
Accomplished Level in 2018. The majority of our TPL
this year was spent on career development and the
new curriculum. As a result of specific syllabus training
and development the new curriculum have been
successfully implemented within all classrooms across
the school. Our main focus was on numeracy and all
staff participated in BNL after 5 staff members were
trained. TPL was also used to conduct quality planning
sessions to enable us to ensure we were successfully
meeting the milestones in our School Plan and to plan
the three projects undertaken in 2018.
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Financial information

Financial summary

The information provided in the financial summary
includes reporting from 1 January 2018 to 31
December 2018. 

2018 Actual ($)

Opening Balance 224,000

Revenue 3,668,877

Appropriation 3,477,412

Sale of Goods and Services 8,764

Grants and Contributions 181,531

Gain and Loss 0

Other Revenue 0

Investment Income 1,170

Expenses -3,542,380

Recurrent Expenses -3,542,380

Employee Related -3,167,226

Operating Expenses -375,155

Capital Expenses 0

Employee Related 0

Operating Expenses 0

SURPLUS / DEFICIT FOR THE
YEAR

126,496

Balance Carried Forward 350,497

This year we undertook and completed training in a
new financial system which caused some difficulties in
knowing exactly how much money we had to spend.
There were lots of problems with the budgeting tool and
so we were quite conservative with our spending. Many
of these issues were beginning to be solved and we
hope that in 2019  we will have a functioning budgeting
tool so that we can fully use our budget to support our
students.

Financial summary equity funding

The equity funding data is the main component of the
'Appropriation' section of the financial summary above. 

2018 Actual ($)

Base Total 2,746,416

Base Per Capita 79,088

Base Location 3,076

Other Base 2,664,252

Equity Total 371,424

Equity Aboriginal 36,825

Equity Socio economic 137,075

Equity Language 1,400

Equity Disability 196,124

Targeted Total 138,395

Other Total 134,038

Grand Total 3,390,273

Figures presented in this report may be subject to
rounding so may not reconcile exactly with the bottom
line totals, which are calculated without any rounding. 

A full copy of the school's financial statement is tabled
at the annual general meetings of the parent and/or
community groups. Further details concerning the
statement can be obtained by contacting the school.
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School performance

School-based assessment

In 2018 we began to use PLAN 2 Data to track students
against the National Literacy and Numeracy
Progressions. All stages conduct term assessments
which are designed around what has been taught
during that term and also in line with the projects they
have been working on. They are criteria marked and
results discussed in stage based meetings. All students
are PM Benchmarked twice a year and our LaST and
Intervention Support Teachers conduct specific school
based assessments to gain further information on
students who are struggling to access the curriculum so
as to design programs to support them.. Our SLSO's
conduct pre and post testing for Quick Smart, Multi–Lit
and Mini–Lit. These programs are to support targeted
students.

NAPLAN

In the National Assessment Program, the results across
the Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 literacy and
numeracy assessments are reported on a scale from
Band 1 to Band 10. The achievement scale
represents increasing levels of skills
and understandings demonstrated in these
assessments.

From 2018 to 2020 NAPLAN is moving from a paper
test to an online test. Individual schools are migrating to
the online test, with some schools attempting NAPLAN
on paper and others online.

Results for both online and paper formats are reported
on the same NAPLAN assessment scale. Any
comparison of NAPLAN results – such as comparisons
to previous NAPLAN results or to results for students
who did the assessment in a different format – should
take into consideration the different test formats and
are discouraged during these transition years.

Literacy

In Year 3 our Reading and Spelling results in the top 2
bands have increased to matched or exceed state
average. Writing has remained constant but
Punctuation and Grammar is well below. The number of
students in the bottom two bands has decreased in all
but Grammar and Punctuation. In Year 5 the results are
similar but Spelling is also of concern. An area we will
be working on in 2019 is Punctuation and Grammar –
this work began in Term 4 2018 and involves structured
professional learning for all staff.
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Numeracy

There has been a slight decrease in the number of
students in the top two bands in Year 3 but not in Year
5. The bottom two bands have show quite a large
decrease and we are well below the state average of
students in these bands in Year 3. This show our
support programs are working well. What we need to
focus on in 2019 is moving the middle two bands into
the top two bands. We are hoping our focus on BNL
and TEN will show positive results.
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The My School website provides detailed information
and data for national literacy and numeracy testing. Go
to http://www.myschool.edu.au to access the school
data.

6 students in Year 3 identified as Aboriginal and 4 in
Year 5. We are well below the state average for
aboriginal students in the bottom two bands in
Numeracy.  Our aboriginal students show the same
poor results in Grammar and Punctuation as the whole
school so will benefit for from the focus on this in 2019.

Parent/caregiver, student, teacher
satisfaction

At the beginning of 2018 we provided information
sessions on our new reporting format and our new
Interview process. This followed many discussions with
staff to gain their views and to come up with some
options that were felt to be informative and easy to
understand. These were well attended. Following the
new reports being used and distributed to parents we
asked for their opinions of the success of these
innovations and any suggestions for improving. At the
same time we asked for feedback on the 3 way
conferencing format of the interviews with teachers.
Staff, parents and students were very happy with this
new format and it was decided to continue this in 2019.
These questionnaires were conducted as part of the
students homework tasks as this had been so
successful in 2017 when we were constructing our
2018–2020 plan.

Policy requirements

Aboriginal education

SDD on country at Baiame Cave Term 3 SDD

This staff development day was a successful one. It
enhanced the cultural competence of the whole staff. It
also strengthened links that the school has with the
local Aboriginal elders. The feedback was positive,
where all staff expressed that they felt more
comfortable to deliver lessons with a local cultural
focus.

AET leadership days

These leadership days allow the Aboriginal leaders at
Nulkaba Public School to strengthen their connection to
country, their knowledge of their Aboriginal culture and
the local area and their relationships with other
Aboriginal leaders from other schools. All students and
staff involved expressed that the outcomes of these
days were positive and worthwhile.

AET shirts

The families pay $10/ child for a shirt and the school
covers the remaining cost. $30/ Aboriginal child from
K–6. The children enjoy wearing the shirts to school on
any given day. They like that they can recognise other
Aboriginal students from other schools and they
explained the feeling of a sense of pride when wearing
the shirts.

Sista Speak

The girls involved in the Sista Speak program all
indicated that they liked attending the program and all
learnt new things about their Aboriginal culture. This
program 'Inspired' them. They also appreciated working
with the other Aboriginal girls at school and developed
strong friendships with them.

Bro speak/Youth Express

The boys involved with Youth Express in a bro speak
program all enjoyed the connections they developed
with each other and liked working with the two
Aboriginal role models from Youth Express. They
developed their resilience, teamwork and appreciation
of Aboriginal culture.

NAIDOC Day

NAIDOC day was an extremely successful celebration
for all involved. From staff, students, parents,
community members and guests. There were a vast
range of activities throughout the day involving the
whole school community and the feedback from
students and staff was all very positive.

High school camp

The children that attended the camp thoroughly
enjoyed it and spoke of the wonderful connections that
they developed with children from other schools that
they will go to high school with.
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Aboriginal garden

New plants will be purchased to supplement the current
Aboriginal garden.

Connecting to Country training

We have sent two staff members to each of the
available Connecting to Country training days. All
Assistant principals have attending the training. We are
working through the teachers that are on the Aboriginal
Education Team to all be trained and then this will be
opened up to anyone else that is interested. This is
worthwhile training for the participant and then the rest
of their stage when they return with new insight into
teaching about local Aboriginal culture.

Multicultural and anti-racism education

Tolerance and cultural diversity are promoted through
the acknowledgment of special events and celebrations
which were reflected in units of work studied by our
students particularly in the Geography and History Key
Learning Area. Stage 3 students incorporate many
facets of multicultural education in their media studies
through Behind The News, leading to Public Speaking
presentations in classrooms. Nulkaba Public School
has a trained Anti–Racism Contact Officer (ARCO) who
has been able to raise staff awareness through
studying scenarios during staff meetings.
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